Gareth Bowen Stating why the vast majority of Britain, America and virtually all if not all countries
is deemed to be full of stupid people
Because Britain like many other peoples is torturing people on mental health wards.
Why is this stupid? Well every civil war is caused in every nation throughout history is caused by
the same thing.
A group of people who think they are in charge of peoples lives and who ignore the very concepts
of and ideals of liberty and freedom and who condition the populace to believe that their security
depends on rounding people up without trial, without evidence to torture them and detain them on
the grounds of their political or religious belief in order to use scare tactics to intimidate them from
speaking and arguing their point.
They don’t like people using reason and logic and concepts of how democracy should be founded
on the ideal of people coming together of their own freewill in order to improve the quality of life
for everyone on earth.
And there is no need for it, as all it does is loose the people who cling to power with armies
conditioned to kill, to main to destroy for a pay check.
they have lost the moral high ground and thus sows their seeds of destruction and their eventual
demise as those people who break the law and logic of human nature which stands above all nations
and all people never get it back.
Especially when they fail to admit to what they have done and especially when they refuse to stop
continuing their abuses in power on either people in other nations or people living local to them.
the consequences of ignoring human rights and the ideal of freewill, freedom and liberty and
government being the notion of the people coming together to help all people rather than a few or a
majority at the expense and slavery of another minority is the destruction of mankind and the
continuation of war and suffering of people and themselves.
So why do the peoples and majorities of the world still swarm together and build armies and turn
away from the notion of protecting people and themselves from other aggressors to becoming the
aggressors which defend the people who persecute and destroy the lives of other people thus
fuelling the onset of civil wars and the destruction of their own civilisations? which is the problem
with the notion of democracy when it forgets what their purpose was.
I think it is because they are stupid morons who have just chosen to fuel the concept of war either
for the challenge and the joy of a pay check which you the voter pay for.
Its not only the military solider who has been conditioned to give up independent thought or who
has not been tought the notion or concepts of why human rights and liberty matter it is the people
who work on the NHS and other institutions as well.
I know from experience that all NHS personnel are as stupid as the people who voted hitler in, as
they torture people on orders of psychologists without thinking it through.

These individuals always claim to be in the business of helping people improve mental health or
improve life, and usually go into that industry one would hope in order to improve lives and yet for
some reason they choose the path of torture and intimidation and violence as a means of ensuring
their own countries future destruction and there is no known logic for doing that at all.
The torture is done by a group of people known as psychologists who are supposed to know how
people think, and yet they continue to detain and order torture of people who are obviously going to
denounce them and the people who run their so called country in their entirety.
Given there are laws in Britain which make torture illegal and punishable by prison there is no logic
for allowing torture to take place, it looses their country their courts their government, their
parliament, their monarch the high ground and leaves democleases sword over their head on when
they will be rounded up themselves or killed or tried by either the net government that places the
current one either by democratic vote or by other means and there is no logic for their
incompetence.
Every psychologist and hospital who committed torture and followed orders justified doing it
because someone else had, and they presented the logic that they thought they had no choice at that
point.
Why? The more people who vreak the law, and abuse human rights to induce fear in people to stop
people displaying political views or presenting arguments which could be used to help improve all
peoples lives, perhaps done by them in order to keep senior people in position of power and a pay
check is insane.
For they themselves where never at risk of retaliation or future suffering if they themselves had
respected those human rights, which britain and other nations once claimed to protect and rally too.
Any high ground of defying natzism in world war ii, was lost in Kenya and every war that followed,
britian lost all nations that once accepted their flag because they ignored the people, plundered from
them in greed for themselves.
If britain actually respected people and followed human rights and used the concept of government
as the notion of improving all peoples lives they would never have lost the united states , india,
northern ireland, cyprus or any other country as no people would have needed to rebel in order to
defend themselves or their local.
Hello people customer service, and helping people out!
Everyone needs a place to live, access to food, and a sense of well being and allowed to develop
their skill set and do their own thing
And this is why I think Britain, America and almost in not everyone else is so stupid and moronic to
be unreal.
As they keep teaching people who join military organisations or secret services and those
organisations like the CIA, , MI6, mosad that torture is a good idea, when it is not because that in
turn fuels the very thing they were employed to stop.
They are told this by people who work in psychology who claim their qualifications show they
understand people and yet all they do is fuel more war.

I'm sure most sensible people would rather stop war, stop the destruction of the planet and
streamlining and removing necessary jobs so people could relax and have fun without the risk of
anyone getting killed in retaliation at a future point in time.
And yet people cling to justifying their worthless roles, because they have no security regarding
what happens once their job is redundant, for example a benefit welfare system that works.
it’s just money moving around a board to a certain extent.
Myself I am no stranger to what is like when a loved one is killed in retaliation at the hands of
someone who retaliated for a government choosing to bomb the civilians of another country and I
think that anyone voting to keep those people who torture people in power and in employment is
insane as it undermines their future happiness and well being on earth.
For example in the event of war which always comes when governments stop ignoring everyone are
try to selectively help a few whether it be deemed a majority in some eyes it still leads to war as the
people who they alienate always grow and build up in time is that their house prices are worthless.
in the event of war if you look at any war zone where war has broken out. it usually shows the loss
of infrastructure (for example by their homes being blown up either by aircraft or tanks or other
ordinance or other means which is also an unnecessary expense and waste of people power and
resources) and mass migration of themselves and other people away from that area as well as mass
graves caused by people who committed genocide inter alia notwithstanding often accompanied by
loss of energy, communication, transport and food, water supplies or destruction, deforestation,
pollution of the planet and loss of wildlife inter alia as well.
Any money or items they have built up over their lifetime are often left discarded, destroyed, left
useless and worthless and they are left with nothing other then the experience of suffering and all
because they voted in or allowed people who plundered, starved out and tortured to claim the right
to speak for them in power.
Those judges, police, psychologists and other so called elected and unelected officials who claim
they have the right to ignore the law and who ignore human rights and ideals of democracy,
freedom and liberty and spend their times trying to justify their need to destroy other people for the
vert abuses they themselves commit and fuel.
They are not the law in the worldly sense for that stands above all people and goes to an ideal and a
concept which can not be changed by people writing statute or other laws down which they justify
as being legal purely by them having more fire power or guns or more brain washed people on their
side at the time.
Every abuse of human rights they do, is a criminal act as it prolongs war, alienated more people and
sows more destruction and yet their propaganda news networks continue to try and justify their
stupidity as being a necessity by trying to group the people who listen to their news as saying that
people only retaliate because they are off meds, or because they argued that their was something
wrong with them and yet in reality there was nothing wrong with those people for they were mealy
annoyed and frustrated by all the killing, torture, starvation and evictions done by the hands of the
people done spreading the propaganda to the contery.

People and individuals just annoyed and had enough of the bullshit either spouted by those in power
torturing people or by the fact that those people in charge or being employed by government are
still torturing people and destroying lives.
So many revolutions and wars broken out via the centuries and all because of the same type of
things, and is seems nothing changes at all.
Whether it be starving people to death, or ignoring the concepts of legal reasoning, freedom, liberty
and democracy or the notion of helping everyone and all people out equally fairly and honestly
those refusing to write up complaints or helping some people out for example by reasons like
“because I don’t like your politics” to quote Durham police on one occasion who actually used that
line on me is usually why war and the breakdown and backlash and overthrow of all governments
ultimately happen.
I was always under the notion that their job was to write everything up they were told, and that they
were employed to help everyone in their area and yet they do not.
Anyway that type of incompetence and attitude always escalates and has esculated to nuclear war
and that can be seen from real life and most history books you could find either at school, on the
internet or a good bookshop.
Why does it keep happening? Because When governments and democracies ignore and treat people
differently perhaps only helping those who pay them bribes or who they vote for. they loose the
entire house of cards for no one is ever amused for long, if at all.
Thus they render themselves and organisation (if that word can be used in that context at all)
redundant in the grand scheme of things for they cease to be a help but a hindrance and as such
become an organisation which needs to be disbanded purely on the notion that anyone getting
money from government should be there to help everyone rather than just a select few.
Fucking people over, starving people out to cause more crime in order to justify the illusion of need
for their jobs being required tends to become transparent in the grand scheme of things, even if
alienation and the loss of an entire people can be caused by more than one.
Sad really, that so many people in Britain and the rest of the world are so stupid to allow themselves
to be programmed to think human rights are the cause of their problems, when human rights is
what keeps them in a home, education and improves their lives and their lives of others as well.
for human rights is the solution to their problems and their problem is allowing themselves to get
conditioned to follow the orders of tyrants for the concept of pay check to take home. (At least that
is why I assume people turn a blind eye to abuses of those in power and why they continue to vote
the same morons in time and time again who sow the destruction of their own region in, either that
or it is they are too scared of that government pulling people in and torturing people to keep those
tyrants in power so to speak)
A life of fear, suffering, a life where your too scared to speak your mind and think for yourselves is
no life at all.
does no one ever look at the bigger picture or further ahead than next week?

I do, which is why I think most if not all people, governments, churches, evanguaslsits and
corporations are so stupid in the grand scheme of things, especially when concepts of reincarnation,
and the other side come into play.
Notwithstanding all of above, your fucked and you know you are, as you voted morons in and
continue to do so as your all brain washed, and thus demonstrate your all all stupid as hell!
At least it seems like that to me, as all those people who tortured me and others are still there
alienating and fucking people over under the concepts of mental health.
no doubt fucking people over, alienating more people which leads to more retaliation by others
when they loose their rag and come disalussion by the ideals of democracy where the majority of
stupid people vote people in who destroy and spread suffering as well.
Did no one read the facebook memes along the lines of I never thought that voting for the torturing
party would torture me as well but they did line but they did.
It almost certainly always catches up with you at another point further down stream and sticking
your heads in the sand and denying your own gullibility and stupidity is no help to anyone let alone
yourselves at all usually makes it worse and more expensive if not impossible to get back as well.
You voted Hitler in, you voted bush in, you voted blair in, you voted Cameron in, your voted may in
and you voted Trump in! You voted putin in,
and the likes of Queen Elisabeth II lost any and the respect she had by letting people get tortured in
what looks to be every decade of her reign. That’s not as good legacy to be publicly announced as
the “torture queen” by those who inhabit what is traditionally referred to as the spiritual plane.
Bit of as joke really when you look back on rulers like king Arthur, merlin and the round table and
those mythical kings and queens who where prepared to stand-up alone if necessary to defend the
the very ideal of freedom and liberty of all people who would flock to their banner regardless of
where they where on or earth the world. For truth, justice, fairness, honour and all those other
concepts people spout.
As it’s so easy being king or queen and a monarch in charge, all you have to do is defend freedom,
honour the concepts of truth, justice and liberty and throw the book at parliament every time they
breach those ideals which they do all the time.
As all a democratically elected assembly needs to do is to propose how to improve the quality of
everyone lives and all the monarch has to do is point out everyone they fucked or are fucking, every
one who starves, gets tortured loose their home is an excuse to remove parliament and anyone
claiming to help everyone out which is and should be their remit in their entirety.
Raising the bar ob the quality of life, through the spread of more happiness, more love, more hope,
and torture and other things like starving and evicting people and or trying to stop people doing
what they wanted to do in life doesn’t reflect well on the smart measuring scale.
To quote the knights tale film which had chaucer in, they have been measured, and found wanting
and its time to ditch the lot before any more damage and any more war or people die at their hands.

I would say fire them, but governments sense of humour would probably use that as excuse to start
the witch burnings again given last time they teressa may was told to stop torture, she used it as an
excuse to stop the torture probe pointing it out.
Bless her for she is not very bright and tried to give an ultra vires order for the suspension the right
to life and liberty of life with the military where anyone knows anyone joing that is joining not to
take life, but to preserve it and if they aren’t preserving and helping to improve the quality of life
and the peace of all people, then they have no right to be in those job roles, as they become the
enemy and the problem if they cross that line, as people like May and other so called elected leaders
did.
Self defence is about defence, not pre-emptive actions under the pretext and hype that something
might happen. People, governments and organisations should be given the benefit of the doubt as if
you treat people and organisations with respect and treat them as though they would live up to the
ideal then they are more likely to live up to that ideal rather than resorting to the use of force, mass
murder, torture and scare tactics which never did and never will win anyone over at all.
I'm a quick study I and many others worked that out in 5 mins and your lot are still not getting it
after thousands of years of hardship and war notwithstanding taking precautions against majorities
elected or otherwise whether they call themselves government, the police, the courts or a
corporation could be deemed prudent at times.

You don’t win people over by torturing people you loose them, and just reinforce the divide.
fucking fucking people over always leads to backlashes and further retaliation and is generally
regarded as an unnecessary time consuming and wasteful expense for it always leads to the loss of
the people, riots and more crime.
You raised loads of taxes and all you did was spend it on furling the spread of hate, the spread of
war and the spread of suffering which is not the parliamentary remit at all.
As if I saw through what you are doing with the courts and mental health by using it to detain and
torture people indefinitly without need, warrant or reason i’m sure other people as well.
By torturing people none concessionally and allowing none consensual torture to take place you
become a danger to the public and the people on mass for you are encoring the spread of war and
the destruction of a way of life.
[I put none consensually their, as some might argue signing up to a personal trainer in fitness trainer
trainer or being encouraged to do their home work, or being in a bdsm kinky relationship or any
relationship torture but that is a word game and semantics and splitting hairs, people being tortured
against their wiill are not having fun and it destroys and erodes democracy and always leads to
future war and the loss of your organisation and government in it’s entirety]

Your all ultra vires, you, you and you and none of you deserve your so called titles or your so called
positions of power and are generally regarded as a joke behind closed or perhaps any door really.
Really we are no longer listening to you, we have seen you for who you truly are incompetent fuck
wits who at every turn have every caused more suffering and promoted more more war and that
includes all [once great?] institutions like the bbc, the nhs, the British courts, the police, the
education system are no longer listened to at all and never will be respected or humoured again at
least by me, if not everyone else as well.
Why because you justified the continuation of torture by your own people, either by fuelling the
hatred or by trying to justify it or by letting it continue as you all knew it was taking place, and
anyone with a brain knows that people who do torture or allow it to take place are a clear and
present danger to the public and safety of the people of earth
You made your choice, you nkow your incompetent, you know your stupid and you know you have
turned a blind eye to the suffering of other people and yourselves for way too long and almost if not
everyone else knows as well. Je espere
Pick up a book, learn to use your brain, learn to use reason logic and learn how to help to improve
everyone else's lives and thereby helping to improve your own.
While Rounding up all psychologists and all mental health workers, parliamentarians and anyone
else who tortured or allowed torture to take place whether it be the churches, the police, the courts,
the newspapers and any other organisation who encouraged war,
by throwing them in a big pit to burn for eternity might be deemed a good start by some, but that is
a solution I no longer care to comment on, as I don’t care really and am just looking to keep myself
busy and have a laugh writing and developing all the systems I wanted to do.
Pointing out why so many people who claimed to intelligent actually in reality destroyed their
entire nation and justified their own future redundancy which may also include them all being
thrown in prison at a later point doesn’t seem worth it as it’s so god damn obvious and predictable
as to be a waste of time.
And yet they are still doing it?
Through their continued incompetence, stupidity, lack of people skills, their lack of foresight, their
lack of reason, their lack intellect, their lack of humanity and thus in turn their own future and well
being will amost certainly be justified as they crossed a line which should never be crossed, they
broke human rights, they broke the hippocratic right anmd they broke the cardinal rule that not
everyone on earth cowers to tyrants and while many may sell people out and accept a pay check
from a tyranical ultra vires corrupt regime in the hope that they will on someone else instead.
Their will always be those who will stand alone if necessary and say no to those who commit evil
atrocities, who will fly a banner metaphorically, virtual or otherwise to stand up for the ideal of
liberty, freedom and hope for all mankind, and some may join the person who subscribes to that
ideal and maybe one day those who torture , plunder and destroy the word will be gone from it, and

all people will be able to forget all the suffering, the hardship, starvation, misery and war and be
able to focus on what they enjoy in life anor beyond it for that matter.
[or perhaps not for I am a patient man and time is not really an issue for me when I know I am right
as some things never change as the wheel of fortune turns at ten]
notwithstanding some people think they can get away with committing atomicities and crimes
against humanity for a lifetime and in the short term but it doesn’t change the fact that everyone
sees through them eventually and time catches up with all people in the end.
Though I do occasionally wonder if those tortures finds their life stressful as I often wonder if those
people in power or employment who torture either by signing off on it, or turning a blind eye to it,
get stressed by the notion of a going to their car one day and finding it explode in front of them, or
if notion of them just being taken down at some point later in time either by being rounded up the
next government or by someone acting alone or perhaps the loss of all their assets at some other
point of time ever occurs to them, or if they lack the imagination to see the consequences of their
own legacy so to speak,.
Not that it matters, as I don’t care what those people who break and continue to break human rights
law think.

